Abstract-We propose a robust dynamic walking controller consisting of a dynamic locomotion planner, a reinforcement learning process for robustness, and a novel whole-body locomotion controller (WBLC). Previous approaches specify either the position or the timing of steps, however, the proposed locomotion planner simultaneously computes both of these parameters as locomotion outputs. Our locomotion strategy relies on devising a reinforcement learning (RL) approach for robust walking. The learned policy generates multi step walking patterns, and the process is quick enough to be suitable for real-time controls. For learning, we devise an RL strategy that uses a phase space planner (PSP) and a linear inverted pendulum model to make the problem tractable and very fast. Then, the learned policy is used to provide goal-based commands to the WBLC, which calculates the torque commands to be executed in full-humanoid robots. The WBLC combines multiple prioritized tasks and calculates the associated reaction forces based on practical inequality constraints. The novel formulation includes efficient calculation of the time derivatives of various Jacobians. This provides highfidelity dynamic control of fast motions. More specifically, we compute the time derivative of the Jacobian for various tasks and the Jacobian of the centroidal momentum task by utilizing Lie group operators and operational space dynamics respectively. The integration of RL-PSP and the WBLC provides highly robust, versatile, and practical locomotion including steering while walking and handling push disturbances of up to 520 N during an interval of 0.1 sec. Theoretical and numerical results are tested through a 3D physics-based simulation of the humanoid robot Valkyrie.
I. INTRODUCTION
We explore the performance of a reinforcement learning (RL) process and a new whole-body impedance and force controller for robust dynamic locomotion on a full biped humanoid dynamical model. Full-bodied 3D humanoid dynamic walking based on inverted pendulum (IP) dynamics and RL has not been studied to date. To enable the RL process to run efficiently, we found that utilizing phase-space planning (PSP) [1] provides a space of practical parameters that enables the transition function to operate in the reduced inverted pendulum manifold. A key advantage of using an IP model is that it generalizes locomotion for many types of systems with a light dependency with their concrete kinematic structure. Using an IP model not only reduces the search space but also enables the same procedure to be used across different types of full-bodied D. Kim bipedal humanoid robots. A closely related work to ours, [2] utilizes a trajectory parametrization of the dynamic locomotion process [3] , specifically customized for a particular robot, the NAO. As such, our study can be viewed as a generalization of this type of work to more general models typically used in the dynamic walking communities [4] -e.g. inverted pendulums.
In addition, the previous line of work on NAO robots, has remained quiet with respect to quantifying robustness. In the work presented here, we address robustness as a main thrust performing detailed simulations with respect to unplanned and large disturbances at moderate walking speeds.
Since IP dynamics are in a reduced manifold, we propose a new type of whole-body controllers that are highly robust and effective to transfer the IP-based locomotion process into the full humanoid model. In particular we incorporate new efficiently-computed feedforward terms, momentum and balancing tasks, and more accurate contact models while maintaining the key capability of task prioritization. In addition we completely reformulate the control structures for whole-body control with respect to previous work of ours on this area of whole-body control. We accommodate for the new models and also achieve high computational efficiency. As such, we build on our long time history of devising whole-body controllers, this time around making significant algorithmic changes. We believe these transformations constitute a quantum leap with respect to whole-body controllers with dynamic locomotion capabilities.
The combination of RL-IP-PSP for locomotion pattern generation achieves significant robustness by training a neural network through an actor-critic process with many possible center-of-mass states, representing potential disturbances, then learning successful step timing and foot position policies for recovery. Utilizing step timing and foot positions is not typically explored because simultaneously varying both of these parameters results in nonlinear system dynamics. [5] proposed a model predictive control (MPC) method for synthesizing walking patterns based on desired foot positions, kinematic limits, and given step timing. [6] formulated a nonlinear optimization problem to solve two walking steps ahead of time to reduce computational cost. [7] linearized an optimization problem by searching for a solution one step ahead of time.
In contrast, instead of relying on runtime optimizations, we train a control policy offline using an IP model, and use it afterwards for real-time control of full humanoid robots being physically disturbed. Therefore, our learned locomotion planning generator can plan hundreds of steps ahead of time in an instant, compared to the stepping time scale. As such, speed is a key characteristic of the proposed planning and arXiv:1708.02205v1 [cs.RO] 7 Aug 2017 control framework compared to the state of the art.
Devising a new robust dynamic locomotion generator is insufficient to be directly used in full humanoid robots. Therefore building on our expertise in this area, we devise a new type of whole-body controller (WBC) which we call whole-body locomotion controller (WBLC) that focuses on speed, unilateral contact constraints, and speedy prioritized task control. The proposed WBC algorithm enables to efficiently compute projection-based hierarchical task controllers [8] and at the same time incorporate contact inequality constraints which are represented by a quadratic programming (QP) process [9] - [11] , hierarchical quadratic programming (HQP) [12] . While QP based controllers have been very successful for field application their computational cost is considerably higher than that of projection-based methods. In contrast, projection-based methods have not incorporated before inequality constraints such as unilateral contact and friction constraints. Our proposed WBC algorithm combines for first time QP and projection-based methods.
In our study, we introduce a centroidal angular momentum (CAM) tasks to improve agile locomotion performance and we examine its effect when used in the whole-body control hierarchy. For example, when a robot quickly shakes or rotates its body, we reduced undesirable arm movements that result from angular momentum compensation by introducing an arm motion task with higher priority than the CAM task.
In the proposed WBLC, we devise new projection-based recursive structures that incorporate unilateral contact and friction constraints, yielding the desired reduction on the computational cost compared to other QP based algorithms. However, we don't only achieve computational efficiency by combining QP and projection-based methods. We do achieve it by important improvements on the computation of the projection-based operations themselves.
Indeed, in conventional projection-based methods, the computational cost of some operations is considerably high. For instance, one well-known WBC algorithm that uses joint acceleration, [13] , includes costly terms such as the time derivative of a null space projection matrix. In addition, many WBC algorithms contain computations for Coriolis/centrifugal and gravitational forces projected on in operational task space [14] , [15] , which are costly to calculate specially as the number of control tasks increases. Our WBLC algorithms eliminates this problems. An analytic solution of the time derivatives of Jacobians is devised by employing Lie group operators, and an implementation using the Rigid Body Dynamic Library. We also eliminate the need to compute Coriolis/centrifugal terms for every task priority.
Overall, the main contributions of our study are as follows. First, devising a novel learning framework for robust dynamic locomotion under push disturbances achieving virtually instantaneous re-planning of an order of magnitude more steps that the state-of-the-art. Second, we devise an elegant method to introduce steering capabilities to phase-space planning for dynamically moving in all directions. Third, we devise a new whole-body locomotion controllers, which yields the benefits of QP based computation of reaction forces and projectionbased prioritized task control. Due to many optimizations, we believe that this controller is one of the fastest WBC's that fulfills both prioritization and practical inequality constraints. Lastly, we integrate all of these algorithms into a comprehensive software and conduct thorough testing on robust dynamic locomotion under large push disturbances on physics-based simulations of Valkyrie.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the RL-IP-PSP process after briefly reviewing related work in Section C. We then introduce the formulation of WBLC in Section III and the methods to efficiently obtain the time derivative of Jacobians for motion control and CAM tasks. In Section V, we study the effects of our framework in agile task such as shaking the robot's body, walking while steering, and recovering from large pushes while walking. We do all of this using a model of NASA's Valkyrie robot and the srLib physics based engine 1 (Fig.1) . A more exhaustive review of previous work can be found in Appendix C.
II. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING BASED PHASE SPACE PLANNER
We devise an RL process around a PSP framework, the latter significantly enhancing the learning efficiency by exploiting (a) shows the method to find a switching time and a lateral foot placement position given forward step location and an apex velocity. In the sagittal phase plot, we can see the given current CoM state and the apex state uniquely define switching states . From an initial state, the planner computes the switching and apex times. These two timing values are used to find the next step location in the lateral plane. (b) is the process to steer the robot's walking direction. When changing the walking direction, we first align the orientation of the next local frame to the direction the robot intends to go, and second we project the current CoM state into the next local frame.
the inherent directional walking constraints of PSP. PSP generates effective step switching information using simplified models such as the prismatic inverted pendulum model (PIPM). In Fig. 2 , we show phase plots across multiple walking steps of the CoM sagittal and lateral phase portraits based on PIPM dynamics. In the sagittal plane, the path consists of connected parabolas, while in the frontal plane, the walking path follows semi-periodic parabolas in a closed cycle. For convenience, we will use x for the sagittal plane and y for the frontal plane.
A. Phase Space Planner
Leading step planning generators, such as Divergent Component of Motion [16] , find CoM paths given step positions and their timing as input information. The ZMP Preview Control method [17] has different mechanics but the generated output can be interpreted as finding the CoM path given step position and timing input information. In contrast, PSP finds the step switching time and lateral foot positions, given sagittal foot positions and apex velocities (Fig. 3) . The apex states are those at the instant when the sagittal CoM velocity is at its minimum; equivalently, they can be considered as states where the sagittal CoM position is zero in a local frame attached to the stance foot, i.e. below the CoM sagittal position.
In Fig. 3(a) , we can see that the current robot's CoM state and the next desired apex state uniquely define a switching state , a switching time, and an apex time. These timings are used to find the next lateral foot position, p y,2 . Note that the resultant locomotion trajectory is straight forward iḟ x apex is a positive number andẏ apex = 0. In contrast, the proposed algorithm, applies a simple and elegant modification that allows to dynamically steer the biped in any direction of walking (see Fig. 3(b) ). When we need to turn walking direction, we re-initialize the orientation of the local frame {b} to the new direction and project the current state to the new frame. The original PSP algorithm devised locomotion trajectories via numerical integration. However, for algorithmic speed purposes, the methods presented here assume that the CoM height is linear allowing us to exploit an analytical solution (see Appendix. A).
Considering a one step ahead plan, an initial CoM state, and desired future states [p x ,ẋ apex ,ẏ apex ] PSP finds the next step position and timing, p y , t switch . Notice that the walking direction is indicated using apex velocities, [ẋ apex ,ẏ apex ] . We will now see that our formulation of PSP makes the RL problem more efficient by reducing the dimensionality of the learned state variables.
B. The Reinforcement Learning Problem
As mentioned before, a central part of our walking methodology is to achieve robustness via reinforcement learning. The technique we use is the Actor-Critic with Eligibility Traces method. We summarize this process in Algorithm 1 which is an adaptation [18] . We define s, as CoM apex states, s y apex ,ẋ apex ,ẏ apex . Notice that s does not include the variable x apex because it is assumed to be always zero in the local frame. We define actions, a p x ,ẋ apex ,ẏ apex , as input parameters to the PSP process. A transition function, T (s, a), computes the next apex state, s , and the instantaneous reward value. In Fig. 4 , we show the transition function, consisting of two stages: 1) finding step timing and position values via PSP, and 2) computing the next apex state via an analytic solution of the linear inverted pendulum model (LIPM). The first stage is described in Appendix A and allows to find t switch , t apex , and p y from the current apex state and chosen action. The second stage, finds the next apex state using the analytic solution of the CoM dynamics (see Eq. (35)). In Algorithm 1: Actor-Critic with Eligibility Traces Input:v(s, w), ∀s ∈ S, w ∈ R
18×30×56+1
Input: π(a|s, θ), ∀a ∈ A, s ∈ S, θ ∈ R (18×30×56+1)×6
Result: θ, w Initialize policy weights θ and state-value weights w while (variances of policy is large) do Randomly pick s in S e θ ← 0 (eligibility trace of policy parameters) e w ← 0 (eligibility trace of value parameters) Algorithm 2 the process of finding the switching times and the next apex states is explained in detail.
The next item,v(s, w), corresponds to the value functionsimilar to the cost-to-go function in Dynamic Programming. We store its learned values using a radial basis function (RBF) neural network [19] . The network uses a three-dimensional input vector consisting of the CoM apex state.
The hidden layer consists of a bias term and 18 × 30 × 56 Gaussian functions with centers on a grid with 2cm spacing along each input dimension. The policy function also consists of an RBF neural network but a little different from the value function because of actions are chosen based on an stochastic evaluation. 
The network's outputs are linearly weighted by θ; thus, the purpose of RL is to find the weights θ given candidate actions that minimized the desired cost.
The instantaneous reward is defined by the forward velocity error and lateral step size error:
The set target for the learning process is to achieve recovery behaviors that maintain a straight forward direction,ẏ apex = 0 while keeping a nominal lateral directional step size. We chooseẋ nom apex = 0.2m/s and p nom y = 0.3m. The reward comes from the transition function described before, given current apex and action states selected from the truncated distributions.
If the next predicted apex state incurs a terminal condition, the transition function gives a negative reward of −5.0, and the process terminates and starts a new iteration. The set of safe conditions (i.e. opposite to the terminal conditions) is the intersection of the following predicates:
which reflect the ability of the robot to swing its legs and the lateral step length. Notice that we do not include a predicate about the sagittal step length because it is already bounded by the allowable action range. The learning process ends when the variance of the learned policy becomes small enough (< 0.07 units in our case). The usual number of iterations required to complete the learning process is about 30,000, and the process usually takes about 1 min to compute on a dual-core, 3.0 GHz, Intel i7 processor thanks to the speed of our analytic PSP method. Fig. 6 shows that the performance of the RL-based planner increases as the number of iterations increases. By watching the posture of a robot at different CoM states, we choose the nominal apex state to be y apex ,ẋ apex ,ẏ apex = [ 0.056, 0.2, 0 ] . We proceed by simulating push disturbances to the CoM based on various external forces and directions. We use mean values of the final learned policy as desired actions rather than randomly picking actions from the normal distributions. The results are shown in Fig. 6 showing the learned policy obtained after many iterations and their enhancements on the walking patterns. In this figure, initially our simulated robot stands with the right foot on the ground and we simulate push disturbances to the left, right, and forward directions of its body. For example, the post impulse apex state, [ 0.05, 0.39, 0.33 ] , is the result of an impulse applied to the left-forward direction of the robot's body. Red lines are interrupted within a few walking step indicating that the initial policies fail to find proper actions. In contrast, pink lines correspond to the final learned policy which achieves infinite walking steps without falling given the initial push disturbances.
C. Evaluation of Learned Policy

III. WHOLE BODY LOCOMOTION CONTROL
We devise a new whole-body locomotion control algorithm, dubbed WBLC, that specifies tasks using a hierarchy of accelerations and uses quadratic programming to determine contact forces. Fig. 7 describes the overall process for computing the torque commands. The details are described below.
A. Acceleration-based Formula with Hierarchy
Task level controllers are computed in operational space as acceleration commands and converted to joint accelerations using differential forward kinematics,
where x ∈ R n and q ∈ R m represent the task's operational coordinate and the joint positions, respectively, and J is the corresponding Jacobian matrix. Then, the joint acceleration for a desired task acceleration,ẍ d 1 can be resolved as
where J 1 indicates the dynamically consistent inverse of J 1 , i.e.
where A ∈ R m×m indicates the mass/inertia matrix of the rigid body model of the robot. If we consider now the mapping of two operational tasksẍ 
where J 2|1 (J 2 N 1 ) represents the Jacobian associated with the second task, J 2 , projected into the null space of the first task, Jacobian associated with the first task, J 1 . The Equation (8) can be extended to the general n task case, using the following hierarchyq
This task hierarchy is similar, albeit not identical to [13] . Compared to it, our proposed method is more concise, resulting in less computations for similar control specifications. In particular we do not require the computation of time derivatives of prioritized Jacobians. Details on the similarities and differences between these two works are discussed in Appendix B. 
B. Optimizing Reaction Forces of Underactuated Robots
Based on the desired joint acceleration given in (Eq. (9)), WBLC finds torque commands via the following equation:
where q ∈ R n+6 and b(q,q) and g(q) are the joint space coriolis/centrifugal and gravity terms, respectively. F r and J r represent the reaction forces and the corresponding contact Jacobian. τ ∈ R n and U ∈ R (n+6)×(n) represent the actuator torque commands and the selection matrix mapping actuated torque to the floating base dynamics. Note thatq d is chosen as,q
with
whereq res is a residual joint acceleration command. To find the reaction forces F r , we specify a centroidal momentum (CM) operational task. A CM task consists of linear and angular momenta portions. The linear part, corresponds to the robot's CoM behavior, F cm,lin , and is typically used for locomotion planning. On the other hand, the angular behavior, the so-called CAM, F cm,ang , is typically set to zero value. Setting the angular task to zero creates conflict with other tasks, such as body rotational tasks. We circumvent this problem by projecting angular behavior as a lower priority task than body rotational tasks as we will soon see. In addition, sometimes it is not possible to simultaneously fulfill linear and angular momentum specifications. For that reason, we specific CoM behavior as a hard constraint while relaxing angular behavior, i.e.
where
where I cm is a spatial inertial term. Notice that the term W ang F r might be different than F 
where we have defined the term
We now have an underdetermined matrix system which can be solved via pseudo inversion as
where (.) + represents the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse operation.
IV. TIME DERIVATIVE OF JACOBIAN
The ability to compute efficiently the time derivative of Jacobian operators for fast operational space control has been overlooked. However it plays an important role on robustifying fast movements. Fig.8 shows that the tracking performance of a simple serial manipulator is significantly enhanced by using the termJq via Operational Space Control (OPC), where J is the Jacobian of the end effector andq is the vector of joint velocities. Notice thatJ is used in our WBLC in Equation (6) . The commanded task is to follow a vertical line defined by the function,
We will use Lie group theory to compute the derivatives of point task Jacobians [20] . We implement this functionality using the Rigid Body Dynamics Library 2 , which is a popular open source dynamics toolbox. In addition, we also devise a new method to compute the time derivative of the CM Jacobian which cannot be computed using Lie group theory.
A. Time Derivative of Point Jacobian
Lie group operators provide convenient analytic derivations for Jacobian computations. The SE(3) orientation and position representation of a rigid body in three-dimensional space consists of orientation matrix (R) and a position vector (p). It can also be represented via the 4 × 4 homogeneous transformation,
where, R g,i and p g,i represent the orientation and position of the i th frame in global coordinates respectively (See Fig. 9 ). The velocity representation in se(3) consists of the 6-dimensional vector, [w, v] T , and yields the 4×4 homogeneous equality,
Here, w i,1 , w i,2 , w i,3 are relative angular velocities along the three Cartesian axes, and v i is the linear velocity. It can be shown that V i = T −1 g,iṪ g,i , and corresponds to the generalized velocity seen from the i th frame. The velocity in the global 2 Open-source https://rbdl.bitbucket.io Fig. 9 . Multi-DoF Openchain. The openchain consists of n joints. At the end of the chain, the end-effector is attached to link n.
frame associated with V i can be obtained via adjoint derivations,
The adjoint mapping operator is defined as
where R i,j and p i,j are relative rotations and positions between points i and j. The generalized velocity of point p in local coordinates (see Fig. 9 ) can be represented as
Because {0} frame is the global frame (an inertial frame), V 0 is equal to zero. On the other hand S i maps joint velocities to R 6 , e.g. S i is [ 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 ] T meansq i is a revolute joint rotating along the z local axis. The first three positions of S i represent rotational axes while the last three positions represent prismatic axes. It can be shown that the Jacobian of a point p, is equal to
Furthermore, let's break down the adjoint operators into the following chain operation
Here p is a virtual point representing the position of p but with local orientation with respect to frame n. As such it represents just a position offset. In this case T p ,n is constant and the i-th (a) contains simulations using two task hierarchy sets (b) shows data of quaternion tracking error for a body orientation task (c) shows the norm torques generated by WBLC in each case column of the time derivative of the Jacobian can be resolved asJ
Here we have usedȦ d T = Ad T (ad V ) and since V = T −1Ṫ , then we define ad T −1Ṫ T −1Ṫ −Ṫ T −1 .
B. Time Derivative of the Centroidal Momentum Jacobian
The previous equations for the time derivative of point Jacobians are not applicable to the CM Jacobian. The latter can be obtained from the CM task definition of Eq. (15) linear part is simply the weighted sum of time derivatives of each link's CoM Jacobian. However, the angular part is not straightforward. Instead of findingJ cm , we can find the multiplication ofJ cm and the joint velocities,q, via operational space dynamics:
Here, Λ cm , µ cm , and p cm are an inertia matrix, coriolis and centrifugal force, and gravitational force of the CM operational task, respectively. Since there is no coriolis and centrifugal effects in CM space, µ cm is zero. Thus,J cmq must be equal to
All terms in J cm A −1 b are easily computable usingoff-theshelf dynamics libraries.
V. RESULTS
To verify the performance of the proposed methods, we conduct three demonstrations: 1) body orientation control while changing the task hierarchy, 2) dynamic locomotion with directional change, and 3) push-recovery from various directions while walking. Toward these investigations, we implement our algorithms on a simulation of the Valkyrie humanoid robot, and test it using the physics based simulation SrLib. Because our focus is on locomotion, we fix the finger and wrist joints, bringing the total number of joints to 28. To incorporate floating body dynamics, prismatic and ball joints are introduced to connect Valkyrie's pelvis to a fixed frame.
In the simulation environment, we use a friction coefficient between the ground and the robot's feet of 0.8. On the other hand the friction cone constraints used in WBLC are set to a value of 0.65 to be conservative. In case our contact control solver fails to find proper reaction forces, we allow for solutions that violate friction constraints by relaxing the friction coefficient to a value of 1.75. The resulting control solution implies that slip occurs but only for very short times (in general less than 0.005 s). This simple technique doesn't incur an increase in computational complexity while greatly enhancing the robustness of WBLC with respect to external disturbances.
A. Body Orientation Control with Various Task Hierarchies
Body shaking behavior is a difficult skill that we use here to study the dynamic performance of WBLC tasks. In traditional humanoid control methods, CoM and CAM tasks are controlled within the same priority level. We propose to split them via WBLC into different hierarchy levels. To demonstrate this feature, we define the following six tasks:
Partial Joint Posture (all joints except shoulder pitch, shoulder roll, and knee pitch) ·ẍ 5 ∈ R 3 : Pelvis Orientation
Most tasks above are self-explanatory. We introduce a partial joint posture consisting on keeping the initial joint positions for all robot joints except for the shoulder pitch and roll, and the knee pitch. This task is used for the sole purpose of testing performance when multiple tasks conflict. In particular, the partial joint posture conflicts with the CAM task within the above task set and viceversa. For our test, we use two hierarchies:
The second hierarchy, H 2 , is more appropriate than the first one, H 1 to achieve accurate control of the body shaking (orientation) task. This is accomplished by assigning higher priority to the body orientation task and moving backwards the CAM task. As shown in Fig. 10 (a) , changing the hierarchy levels cause different whole body motions. Fig. 10 (b) shows the body orientation task error for the two task hierarchies. The body orientation performance from H 2 is better than that of H 1 . This can be seen in the interval from 4.0 s to 4.5 s in Fig. 10 (b) . In addition, the different hierarchies cause not only different movements but also different torque profiles. As shown in Fig. 10 (c), higher torques are needed for H 2 than for H 1 .
B. Dynamic Walking with Directional Change
Walking can be broken down into three phases: double contact, right foot contact, and left foot contact. To represent these phases we define the following task hierarchy in WBLC: ·ẍ 1 ∈ R 3 : Linear CoM position ·ẍ 2 ∈ R 3 : Pelvis Orientation ·ẍ 3 ∈ R 3 : Body Orientation ·ẍ 4 ∈ R 3 : (for the single contact phases) Foot Orientation ·ẍ 5 ∈ R 3 : (for the single contact phases) Foot Position ·ẍ 6 ∈ R 6 : Neck and Torso Joint Posture ·ẍ 7 ∈ R 3 : Centroidal Angular Momentum ·ẍ 8 ∈ R 10 : Arms Joint Posture
To produce swing foot trajectories, we define third degree Bsplines, which guarantee acceleration continuity. The orientation coordinates for the robot's body, pelvis, and feet are described using quaternions. For each step, these orientation tasks are commanded to smoothly switch from the current frame to next one. Given initial CoM states, our locomotion planner computes foot positions and their timing while satisfying the desired walking directional changes. In our test shown in Fig. 11 , Valkyrie takes first 12 steps while continuously changing its walking direction by 18.8 Local frames rotate with the desired walking direction. For each step, the stance foot becomes the origin of the local frame, and the orientation of the frame is aligned with the desired walking direction. The previous switching CoM state is projected to the current local frame, and the planner finds the foot placement with the new state.
C. Push Recovery while Walking
To validate push recovery, we conduct simulated experiments under large external disturbances and in various directions. Although WBLC is robust to small deviations of the CoM trajectory, for external disturbances we rely on the learned recovery policies described in the theory sections. When the norm of the CoM state error,
is over a threshold equal to 0.05 m and for longer than 0.02s, our planner computes a new trajectory starting from the current CoM state. Instead of setting the new CoM control goal to be the current (disturbed) CoM state, we have experienced that it is better to define a controller goal, x new , equal to where γ can be selected heuristically, and we use a value of 0.8. In our tests, we push Valkyrie while she is dynamically walking using various disturbance forces applied for a duration of 0.1 s. The maximum disturbance impulse that we apply to Valkyrie is 520 N for 0.1 s. The results are shown in Fig. 12 compared to the undisturbed trajectories. The CoM phase trajectory in the lateral plane shown in Fig. 12 (b) shows that the planner is able to find a new trajectory after an external impulse is applied. The time to compute 15 steps after the disturbance is less than 1ms using a dual-core 3.0 GHz Intel i7 processor. At the moment that the replanning process occurs, we also find a new swing foot trajectory that transitions from the original swing trajectory to the new goal. Fig. 13 shows results of push recoveries while dynamically walking when being subject to various external forces. In all cases, Valkyrie succeeds to sustain the disturbances and continue walking without stopping. The robustness capabilities in this test are competitive to the results of [21] which is not based on statistical learning. In contrast to this state of the art, due to our use of offline learning our planner is able to come up with numerous steps almost instantaneously with respect to the walking time frame.
VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we propose an RL based robust locomotion planner and a new WBC, dubbed WBLC. By utilizing PSP in the RL formulation, we can quickly find locomotion policies for 3D walking. The newly developed WBLC takes into account realistic contact and friction cone constraints. At the same time, WBLC maintains task priorities using projection operators which is missing in previous QP based WBCs. Overall, WBLC simultaneously exploits the benefits of QP based WBC's and projection based WBC's, achieving versatility and computational efficiency. Another benefit of our methods is the planning speed. Our locomotion planner almost instantaneously finds a multistep walking trajectory faster than the state of the art. By devising the replanning process during dynamic walking, robots can quickly react to external forces and achieve significant robustness.
One interesting aspect of our planning algorithm is the value function we used in the learning process. In the future we could use this value function as an indicator for walking risk given the disturbed states. Many researchers have suggested indicators for locomotion quality. For example, ZMP [22] and CP [23] are indicators of balance stability but they don't take into account other important information such as kinematic constraints or swing time limits. Recently, an allowable CoM acceleration region [24] has been proposed for multi-contact stability. However, there is no indication of kinematic or dynamic limitations such as step size or swing time. In contrast our value function takes into account some kinematic and dynamic constraints that could ultimately make it a versatile metric for walking quality evaluation.
In the future, we will experiment with more complex functions to represent learned values and policies (e.g. deep neural network). In this paper, we have focused on finding simple walking patterns. However, complex neural networks, which can represent highly nonlinear and abstract behaviors, can enable more versatile planners. For instance, future planners may be able to traverse rough terrain by exploiting various locomotion modes such as walking, running, or jumping. We also plan to implement the proposed algorithms in real systems and evaluate their performance. In our previous work [25] , we showed agile bipedal balance with a point-foot biped with series elastic actuators. Since the system is highly unstable by nature, we did not apply external disturbances. We believe that the robustness capabilities we have outlined in this paper may allow us ot accomplish sophisticated behaviors in the real testbeds.
APPENDIX A ANALYTIC SOLUTION OF THE PHASE SPACE PLANNER
When we constraint PIPM dynamics to a piecewise linear height surface, z = a(x − p x ) + b, we can find t switch and p y without numerical integration and bisection search because the system of equations becomes linear, resulting in the following CoM behavior: where,
Note that this equation is the same for the y direction. Based on Eq. (35), we can find an analytical solution for PSP, summarized in Algorithm 2. x 1 , y 1 , x apex,2 , and x switch are vector quantities corresponding to the variables (x 1 ,ẋ 1 ), (y 1 ,ẏ 1 ), (x apex,2 ,ẋ apex,2 ), and (x switch ,ẋ switch ). Let us focus on obtaining the step switching time. We can Algorithm 2: Computation of t switch , p y Input:
// Eq.(35) p y ← Find_Py(y switch ,ẏ apex , t apex ) ; // Eq. (45) easily manipulate Eq. (35) to analytical solve for the time variable,
which renders
To find the dynamics,ẋ = f (x), which will lead to the switching state solution, let us remove the t term by plugging Eq. (38) into Eq. (35) .
By performong some algebra we get,
which yields,
Given two phase trajectories associate with consecutive walking steps, p x,1 and p x,2 and assuming the robot walks forward, i.e.ẋ switch is positive, we calculate the phase space intersection point via continuity of velocities from Eq. (43):
We can now find the step switching time by plugging the computed switching position into Eqs (43) and (38) . In addition, we can obtain the timing at the apex velocity from Eq. (38) . The final step is to find the y directional foot placement. We first calculate y switch by pluggin t switch into the y directional state equation, which has identical form to Eq. (35) . Then, by using the equality thatẏ(t apex ) =ẏ apex , we can find p y ,
After calculating p y , we can easily get y apex andẏ apex by using Eq. (35) .
APPENDIX B EQUIVALENT HIERARCHY-BASED JOINT ACCELERATION
The joint velocity associated with an operational task x 1 iṡ
The definition of the null-space projection matrix using a pseudo inverse and its time derivative yields the following expression:
The resulting joint acceleration can be obtained by timederivativating equation (46) as described in [13] 
(48) using the equalityJ
This allows us to simplify equation (49) tö
If we consider a secondary task x 2 , the termq 0 becomeṡ
because it can be shown that
From Eq. (51), the termq 0 becomes
Then, we can manipulate the equation above definingq 0 to yield
For simplicity, we define X ẍ 2 −J 2q −J 2 J + 1 ẍ 1 −J 1q . Then the equation onq 0 can be further expressed as
Because J 1q0 = 0, the previous equation becomes
Let us develop the term below using the above expression,
Thus, equation (50) becomes
Reinforcement Learning based Locomotion Planner
One of the main challenges for learning robust dynamic locomotion policies is handling the high number of continuous variables describing the motion and force interactions of full humanoid robots. To deal with the dimensionality problem, we review previous work that has greatly inspired us. [26] , solves a periodic locomotion generation problem via RL on a planar biped robot. We advance upon this work by solving the learning problem for 3D robots, avoiding reliance on human walking trajectories, and generating policies for non-periodic gaits. Other important works employ learning as an optimization problem over known locomotion trajectories. In [27] , a periodic locomotion problems is solved by optimizations of a known stable central patter generated (CPG) walking trajectories using RL. However, no focus is given to dealing with large external disturbances. In addition, our focus is on the generation of trajectories from scratch without prior stable locomotion patterns.
In [28] , robust walking trajectories to external pushes are achieved based on capture point trajectory optimization via gradient based learning updates. In this work, the capture point method is used as an analytic controller to initiate the learning process with information about foot placement, step-timing, and ZMP controls. Although the authors also show learning of push recovery strategies without previous capture point generated trajectories, our focus is stronger on autonomously learning the locomotion process without reliance on already stable walking gaits. As such, we belief our algorithm is able to learn from scratch recovery strategies in a more generic sense, for instance to recover from pushes in any direction while walking. Like ours, autonomous learning of periodic gaits has been explored before in passive dynamic walkers [29] . Once more, our focus is on gait generators that can produce non-periodic gaits and tolerate large push disturbances in all directions of motion.
The dynamic locomotion community has previously used online optimization methods instead of RL, such as model predictive control (MPC). The main problem of these approaches is the high computational cost. To mitigate this problem, researchers have made significant efforts to develop efficient computational processes. [30] used the gradient of a cost function to solve the MPC problem efficiently. [21] linearized the planning problem by optimizing over one step ahead of time. Our approach relying on learned neural networks replaces the need for complex online computations, enabling the generation of hundreds of steps in an instant compared to the stepping time scales. [31] proposed a controller for a 12 DoF biped system by using dynamic programming and a lookup table that was obtained offline based on simple models. The multiple policies achieved from each simple model were combined to control the target system. In contrast, our work relies on the generic inverted pendulum locomotion model, and a versatile full-humanoid body controller, i.e., WBLC.
B. Whole-Body Control
WBC [14] is a family of multi and prioritized task-space trajectory controllers for humanoid robots that rely on floatingbase dynamic and computed torque commands as inputs to the plant. It yields asymptotically stable control policies for multiple tasks with simultaneous control of operational forces when needed. Priorities address resource allocation when two or more task trajectories cannot physically be tracked by the robotic system. It naturally integrates equality constraints such as biarticular transmission constraints [32] . Other groups have explored richer versions of WBC with inequality constraints such as joint limit avoidance [15] , [33] , [34] , collision avoidance [35] , and singularity avoidance [36] . Several groups used evolved and more practical versions of WBC such as controllers used in the DARPA Robotics Challenge of 2013 and 2014. For instance, [9] , [37] incorporate reaction forces as inequality constraints based on solving a quadratic programming optimization problem with desired center of mass trajectories. Treatment of reaction forces as inequality constraints in the WBC communities dates back to the work by [38] . And it showcases one of the weaknesses of our group's formulation of WBC. In early versions [39] we treated reaction forces as equality constraints. Such treatment corresponds to bilateral contact constraints, i.e. assuming that the floor contacts are actually rigid anchors. This is obviously an inaccurate model. One of the main objectives of this paper is to use a realistic unilateral contact model for WBC while maintaining one of its main strengths, efficient prioritized control.
Bipedal and quadrupedal walking capabilities have been devised using WBC. [40] demonstrated locomotion of a quadrupedal robot by utilizing hierarchical tasks based on least-square problems. The integration of the versatile capture point (CP) as an operational space of WBC was proposed and controlled either as a constraint or a task for bipedal humanoid robots [41] . The robot's Center of Gravity (CoG) has been used as a task controller for a while, such as in [42] . Walking pattern generators have been incorporated into WBC in multiple instances such as in [43] . During the DARPA robotics challenge, several top participants incorporated WBC's into their strategy for achieving mobile dexterous capabilities. For instance, highlevel trajectory optimization and low-level optimization with inverse dynamics were integrated into the framework by [10] .
As stated before, during the DRC several humanoid robots were controlled via WBC including QP solvers for dealing with reaction forces. By introducing QP and task hierarchy (HQP), whole-body motion of humanoid robots could be controlled with the intrinsic reactive advantages of task prioritization [44] . Compared with projection-based WBC algorithms, optimization-based WBC, such as HQP, can incorporate multiple inequality constraints [12] , which are useful for describing contact conditions such as friction cones [45] . Overall, optimization-based WBC have been a success for practical applications [9] - [11] . However, their computational cost remains a challenge, specially if being considered as models for motion planning, such as model predictive control. Therefore, efficiency of our newly proposed whole-body controller, dubbed WBLC, is a key consideration of this paper. To achieve the speed boost, we rely on a projection-base formulation. However, it is difficult to incorporate inequality constraints into analytical projection-based methods; thus, our goal is to combine both and also to maintain desired task hierarchy capabilities. The proposed WBLC incorporates an efficient QP, the dimension of which depends only on the number of contact points, and a joint acceleration level controller which only relies on projective operators, thus yielding the speed efficiency that we advocate for.
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